
Hybrid work and transformational end user computing experiences  
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Workshop highlights 

 Focus on priorities, initiatives 

& key influences in your 

hybrid work & end-user 

computing strategy 

Learn about end-user 

computing strategies, 

Windows 11, and Windows 365 

to drive endpoint modernization 

with your customers 

Work together on showcasing 

Cloud PC provisioning & 

management with Windows 365 

in a production environment 

Plan next steps on how we can 

work together 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Modern endpoint management protects the organization while enabling 

employees to work on their own terms. They can work anywhere and at 

any time, and do so as well as they would in the office, thus improving 

both satisfaction and productivity. 
In our new world of work the endpoint is the new workplace, and hybrid 

work is driving the endpoint strategy.  The shift to remote and hybrid 

work represents a shift in how we think about providing people with the 

tools they need. 

90% of the organizations* anticipate to utilize cloud platform capacity at 

a higher rate than ever before.  As a result, optimizing existing 

investments in cloud solutions remains a top priority. 

Providing employees with the most recent technology is important for 

many companies, according to 77% of those surveyed*. Users should be 

able to use the devices they prefer while IT has the capacity to keep them 

secure... 

80% of companies* intend to invest in new and emerging technologies. 

This opens the discussion on how to deploy, manage, and secure these 

new endpoints in the most effective way. 
 

Why you should attend 
The NextGen Windows Workshop enables you to convince your 

business decision-makers of the business value of Microsoft's cloud 

solutions for end-user computing. The solutions include Windows 365, 

Windows on Azure Virtual Desktop, Microsoft Managed Desktop, 

Windows 11 Enterprise, and Microsoft Endpoint Manager. Attending 

the workshop allows you:  

  

 

 

 
 



What to expect 
The next generation of Windows represents a shift in how our customers are solving end-user computing challenges.  

Across Information Workers, Frontline Workers, and Temporary / Elastic workforces, our customers are searching for 

the latest and most innovative solutions to address these challenges. 

We’ll work with you to: 

• Better understand when and how to leverage Cloud PCs with Windows 365 

• How to manage virtual endpoints across Windows 365 and Azure Virtual Desktop the best way possible 

• HPT Vietnam Corporation Leveraging Windows 11 - the most secure OS yet - to enable hybrid work for all employees 

• Implementing best practices for endpoint management with Microsoft Endpoint Manager 

Who should attend 
The workshop is intended for security decision-makers such as: 

• Chief Information Security Officer (CISO)  

• IT Security 

• Chief Information Officer (CIO)  

• IT Operations 

• Chief Security Officer (CSO) 

• Security Architect 

HPT Vietnam Corporation and Microsoft 10+ partnership empowers mutual clients with the 

benefits of world-class software based on Microsoft 365. Atos manages and enables supports 

for 1.7 million Microsoft 365 hybrid users globally and has extensive experience in 

implementing Microsoft 365 in existing landscapes across all industries. This combination 

together with and a large number of Microsoft 365 configuration experts and Microsoft 365 

security certifications, qualifies HPT Vietnam Corporation as a trusted partner and ensures the 

flexible transformation, integration, and application of HPT Microsoft solutions. 
 

Contact us today for more info and to get started > 
  

www.hpt.vn 

Why HPT? 

https://hpt.vn/

